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We examine the problem of maintaining security code
across program versions. There are now several cases where
programmers manually retrofit their programs with security
code, such as authorization mechanisms. However, programs
evolve, so a challenge for programmers is to determine
whether their security code remains correct across multiple
versions of the program. The insight of this work is that programmers can use the constraints on the authorization policies
that can be enforced in one version of the program to limit
their effort in validating authorization hook placements in later
versions. We develop a tool we call H EIMDAL to implement
this insight, finding that a modest number of authorization
constraints require review across several versions of the X
window server program.
For various programs like servers that handle user data
[1], [2], [6], [9], authorization mechanisms ensure that an
access control policy is enforced on requests submitted by
program clients. Currently, programmers add authorization
hooks to their programs manually, which gives rise to two
challenges. First, programmers must validate that the authorization hooks thus placed provide complete mediation
over security-sensitive operations that is sufficient to enforce
program’s authorization policies. Second, programmers must
ensure that the above validation holds as the program evolves
across versions. Researchers have proposed methods to detect
errors in existing hook placements that leverage knowledge of
program’s security-sensitive operations [7], [8], [10]. However,
most of these methods require programmers to provide lowlevel program information, which they are often unwilling to
do.
In this paper, we explore how to maintain authorization hook
placements across versions. We propose that an authorization
hook placement process should produce a set of constraints
on the policies that can be enforced by the program, called
authorization constraints [4]. An authorization constraint relates a pair of security-sensitive operations to a constraint
on the sets of subjects authorized to perform them both.
We have identified authorization constraints for subsumption
or equivalence. First, if a security-sensitive operation o1 is
allowed for set of subjects which is a subset of subjects that
are allowed for operation o2 , then we say that o2 subsumes

o1 with respect to the policy. Second, if the subjects that are
allowed to perform o1 are the same as the subjects allowed
for o2 then we say that the two operations are equivalent with
respect to the policy. The precise definitions can be found
in [4].
We present H EIMDAL, a static analysis tool for validating authorization hook placements or identifying parts of
the program that fail compliance and further leverage it to
validate the correctness of the placement across versions.
H EIMDAL first computes a candidate hook placement for
the program sufficient to achieve complete mediation for its
security-sensitive operations [3]. The programmers then apply
H EIMDAL to produce the authorization constraints for the
program semi-automatically and generate a minimal authorization hook placement for the program sufficient to enforce
any access control policies that comply with the authorization constraints [4]. The intuition is that these authorization
constraints can be leveraged to focus programmer effort in
validating placements for subsequent versions of the program.
For a new version of the program, we compute the difference
between the authorization constraints implied by that candidate
placement in the new version and the authorization constraints
for a previously validated hook placement. Programmers only
have to review the differences in the authorization constraints
between versions to validate the placement of the new version,
as they have already accepted the authorization constraints that
still apply. Refer to Appendix I for details about applying the
approach to ten versions of the X Server program, which have
had authorization hook placements for over ten years. We find
that on average the programmers only need to examine 22
authorization constraints per version to resolve whether the authorization hook placement is correct, with a maximum of 42
constraints for version 1.16. Compared to identifying securitysensitive operations manually, this is a modest overhead in
many cases.
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resulting in new constraints (i.e., for new pairs of operations).
Noting that the relationships have changed but they are still
dominated by the same manual hooks may ease the programmers task in verification. For the transition from version 1.15
to 1.16, a significant number of variable names changed, which
changes the operations and constraints. H EIMDAL displays
type information with the constraints to enable programmers to
see the cause of the change without having to scan unnecessary
program information.
Similarly, Table III shows information about maintaining
equivalence constraints across versions. The most significant
number of new constraints occurs between versions 1.11 to
1.12, where much new code was introduced as described
above. Very few equivalence constraints were modified across
versions.
TABLE I
AUTHORIZATION H OOKS GENERATED FOR X S ERVER VERSIONS
XServer
versions
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17

I. A PPENDIX
H EIMDAL is written using the CIL framework [5] and
all our code is written in OCaml. We present the results
of applying H EIMDAL to X Server versions from 1.6 to
1.17. In Table I, we compare the number of automated
hooks computed and manual hooks placed for corresponding
X Server versions. In examining these results, we see that
H EIMDAL recognizes the significant change between versions
and 1.11 and 1.12, which resulted in the addition of 27 manual
hooks, and identifies 28 new automated hooks accordingly.
The automated method appears to be sensitive to other changes
in the program, as the addition of new control statements or
statements that obtain data using untrusted external inputs will
create new security-sensitive operations with the potential of
requiring new hooks.
Table II shows information about maintaining subsumption
constraints across versions. The first column lists the total
number of subsumption constraints in each version, and the
two other columns list the number of new and modified
subsumption constraints between versions. To compute these
numbers, we removed the subsumption constraints that were
unchanged between versions. An operation is defined by its
object (variable), location (function), and structure member
accesses dominated. As long as these are unchanged for
two operations in the same subsumption constraint from the
previous version, the constraint is unchanged.
We see that the most significant changes occur between
versions 1.10 to 1.12 and versions 1.15 to 1.16. From 1.10
to 1.11 the programmers did not change the manual hooks,
but modified the control flows under the hooks. Only three
hooks saw changes in their structure member accesses, but
the dominance relationships among automated hooks changed,

Automated
Hooks
278
280
276
272
284
312
333
333
317
310
334

Manual
Hooks
186
186
181
180
180
207
206
206
207
207
207

TABLE II
S UBSUMPTION C ONSTRAINT R ELATION ACROSS V ERSIONS
XServer Versions
Compared
1.7 – 1.8
1.8 – 1.9
1.9 – 1.10
1.10 – 1.11
1.11 – 1.12
1.12 – 1.13
1.13 – 1.14
1.14 – 1.15
1.15 – 1.16
1.16 – 1.17

Total Subsumption
Constraints
90
91
96
94
119
129
151
155
158
151

New
Constraints
0
9
8
28
17
13
9
11
1
6

Modified
Constraints
0
7
3
3
8
1
0
0
38
0

% Effort
0
17.58
11.46
32.98
21.01
10.85
5.96
7.10
24.68
3.97

TABLE III
E QUIVALENCE C ONSTRAINT R ELATION ACROSS V ERSIONS
XServer Versions
Compared
1.7 – 1.8
1.8 – 1.9
1.9 – 1.10
1.10 – 1.11
1.11 – 1.12
1.12 – 1.13
1.13 – 1.14
1.14 – 1.15
1.15 – 1.16
1.16 – 1.17

Total Equivalence
Constraints
47
46
47
45
48
55
56
56
55
54

New
Constraints
2
4
2
3
13
8
3
6
2
3

Modified
Constraints
1
0
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
0

% Effort
6.38
8.70
6.38
8.89
31.25
18.18
7.14
14.29
5.45
5.56

